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Unusual data patterns or outliers can be generated because of human errors, incorrect measurements, or malicious activities. Detecting outliers is a difficult task that
requires complex ensembles. An ideal outlier detection ensemble should consider the
strengths of individual base detectors while carefully combining their outputs to create a strong overall ensemble and achieve unbiased accuracy with minimal variance.
Selecting and combining the outputs of dissimilar base learners is a challenging task.
This paper proposes a model that utilizes heterogeneous base learners. It adaptively
boosts the outcomes of preceding learners in the first phase by assigning weights and
identifying high-performing learners based on their local domains, and then carefully
fuses their outcomes in the second phase to improve overall accuracy. Experimental
results from 10 benchmark datasets are used to train and test the proposed model.
To investigate its accuracy in terms of separating outliers from inliers, the proposed
model is tested and evaluated using accuracy metrics. The analyzed data are presented as crosstabs and percentages, followed by a descriptive method for synthesis
and interpretation.
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IN T RO D U C T ION

The task of differentiating outlier data points from normal
points given a particular definition of anomalous behavior
is referred to as anomaly or outlier detection [1]. Outlier
detection methods are useful in numerous applications,
including the detection of defective mechanical parts [2],
intrusions in wireless sensor networks [3], credit card fraud
[4], and gene separation [5]. Outlier detection techniques
have evolved over time to form both supervised and unsupervised techniques. For most outlier datasets, ground truth
data are lacking; hence, most outlier detection methods are
unsupervised [6]. However, in the unsupervised category,

there have been reports of methods producing too many
false positives and negatives [7]. To improve the detection
accuracy of unsupervised methods, the use of ensembles
or groups of learners and detectors to solve the outlier
mining problem has become a norm [8‒10]. Therefore,
many novel outlier ensemble methods have been developed
[10‒13]. An ensemble is a collection of trained classifier
models whose predictions are combined to reach a final
decision [14]. Ensemble learning is a machine learning
concept in which multiple learners are trained to solve the
same problem. In contrast to ordinary machine learning approaches, which attempt to learn a single hypothesis from
training data, ensemble methods attempt to construct a set
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of hypotheses and combine them for detection [15]. An ensemble contains a number of learners, which are referred to
as base learners. The generalization ability of an ensemble
is typically much stronger than that of its individual base
learners. In essence, ensemble learning is advantageous because it is able to boost weak learners, which are slightly
better than random guesses, to create strong learners that
can make more accurate predictions [16].
Problem statement: An ideal outlier detection ensemble should consider the strengths of individual base learners
while carefully combining their outputs to create a strong
learner to achieve unbiased overall detection accuracy with
minimal variance. Existing outlier detection ensembles
utilize either parallel and/or sequential combination structures to fuse multiple detectors (weak base learners) in an
attempt to improve overall detection accuracy by deriving a
combined result (majority vote) from the detectors. Parallel
combination structures are designed with the goal of reducing variance while serial combination structures are designed
with the goal of reducing bias [17]. However, trusting the
results from all weak learners may deteriorate the overall performance of an ensemble because some learners can provide
inaccurate results depending on data types and the underlying
rules of a learner, particularly in the context of outliers with
a lack of ground truth data. Outlier detection ensembles that
mark safe instances as anomalous or that mark anomalous
instances as safe can make systems unsafe, untrustworthy, or
redundant. In certain applications, such as medical diagnosis, misclassifications can have catastrophic and irreparable
consequences [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to study which
detectors should be used as base learners, how they should
be combined, and which types of data they are suitable for.
To address these problems, this paper presents an adaptive
boosting framework for heterogeneous ensembles for outlier
detection (ADAHO). The advantage of ADAHO lies in its
ability to integrate various high-performance base detectors
by utilizing a hybrid structure to minimize bias and variance
while improving overall detection accuracy. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. ADAHO selects high-performance or optimal heterogeneous base learners by assessing their capabilities in
their local domains or areas of expertise. This is because
every outlier detection technique performs best within a
specific domain within the entire problem space [19].
2. ADAHO adaptively boosts the outputs of preceding base
learners during the first phase of training and carefully
combines high-performance base learners in the second
phase to generate more accurate predictions compared to
simply averaging the outcomes of all base learners.
3. ADAHO is able to fuse heterogeneous detectors that produce different types of outlier outputs at different scales
into a unified function for identifying outliers.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A
literature review and background information on existing
detection ensembles are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Our design methodology is presented in Section 4.
Experiments and empirical results are discussed in Sections 5
and 6, respectively. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions are
drawn and directions for future research are discussed.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
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Outlier detection

Outlier detection refers to the task of identifying anomalous
patterns in a given dataset according to a particular definition
of anomalous behavior [1]. Outlier detection methods are
specific solutions to outlier detection problems. The output
of an outlier detection method could be a labeled pattern. For
example, outlier labels or normal labels, or scores assigned
based on the degree to which a pattern is considered an outlier. Outliers are detected by analyzing events, where each
event is designated by a data instance. Each data instance has
features (ie, attributes) that describe it [3]. A data instance
with a single feature is a univariate instance and a data instance with multiple features is a multivariate instance [1].
Features are crucial for distinguishing normal behavior from
anomalous behavior. An outlier was defined by Hawkins as
an observation that deviates far enough from other observations to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism [20]. In most literature, the authors have
described outliers as observations that appear to be inconsistent with the remainder of dataset, which is the main problem
associated with handling outliers. Outlier detection methods attempt to solve this problem using various approaches,
such as statistical and probabilistic knowledge, distance and
similarity-dissimilarity functions, metrics for accuracy when
dealing with labeled data, association rules, properties of patterns, and other domain features.

2.2 | Key aspects of the outlier
detection problem
In outlier detection, the fundamental problem lies in discerning the unknown data space. A straightforward approach to
detecting outliers is to find unusual points by computing a
measure of normality or similarity to their neighboring points.
However, several factors make this task very challenging.
For example, Chandola's survey described seven factors [1].
(a) Defining a normal region (ie, one that covers every possible normal behavior) is very difficult. (b) Normal regions
continue shifting in many cases and an existing understanding of a normal region may not hold true in the future. (c) The
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margin between a normal region and outlier region is almost
always uncertain; this means that an outlying point that lies
near the margin could be a normal point or vice versa. (d) The
exact definition of an outlier differs for different application
areas. (e) Data classes or labels for training or testing are not
always available. (f) In cases where outliers are generated by
malicious acts, malicious agents can adjust themselves to appear normal, thereby making the task of identifying normal
behavior much more difficult. (g) Noise is present in most
data, and noise can mimic outliers, making it difficult to separate and eliminate real outliers.
In response to these challenges, outlier detection techniques have attempted to simplify the problem by adding various types of information, including the definition or nature
of data and the types of outliers to be detected. Therefore, the
application area dictates the methods used to solve the outlier detection problem; this means that there are a number of
different methods used in various areas, such as data mining,
statistics, and machine learning. For example, by narrowing down Hawkins's concept [20], two major outlier detection techniques can be derived: distance-based techniques
and density-based techniques. Distance-based techniques
find data points that lie far from their nearest neighbors and
density-based techniques find data points that reside in lower-density regions compared to their nearest neighbors. Some
researchers have also studied other types of outlier detection
algorithms, such as supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms. Supervised learning algorithms detect outliers
using labeled data; this means that records are classified as
either “normal” or “outlier.” Unsupervised learning algorithms use unlabeled data; thus, the outliers (and inliers) are
unknown [21].

2.3 | Domain significance and data
associations
Knowing the associations among data instances is very significant for the outlier detection problem. Therefore, outlier
detection methods can be classified based on their use of
global data associations, meaning they generate decisions
using all data points [10], or local domains, meaning decisions are made based on a few locally selected points [22].
In both cases, applications are domain specific. For example,
in high-dimensional data spaces, where outliers lie far from
the rest of the data, global associations among all data points
are very useful [11]. However, such global associations may
underestimate the probability of other outliers lying in local
domains [23]. Furthermore, drawing the conclusion that a
given data point picked from a random set of samples should
lie in a similar region to all other data points could be an inaccurate assumption. Based on this analysis, methods such as
the local outlier probability (LoOP) [24], local outlier factor
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(LOF) [25], and Gloss [23] have been developed. Until the
development of recent solutions presented in [13] and [26],
the significance of local data regions for classifier selection
and fusion in outlier detection problems had rarely been considered. However, it is noteworthy that both of these works
utilized homogeneous ensembles. In [13], methods for determining data locality and the regions of competence of base
learners were mentioned based on either the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm or data clustering.

2.4

|

Value of fusion

In many cases, the nature of data is very unpredictable and
base learners can make mistakes for different training instances. It is also the case that some base learners will excel
at discerning certain subspaces while others may perform
poorly in those subspaces [27], but the overall accuracy
of the former learners may be worse than that of the latter. In other words, a base learner can have a domain of
expertise in a local domain while performing poorly when
considering the entire feature space. To take advantage of
each learner's domain of expertise, it is crucial to fuse them
to reduce the total error [28]. This strategy is preferable
because it helps to overcome the deficiencies of individual
detectors while improving overall detection accuracy. The
authors of [16] proposed the concept of data locality, which
was later improved in [29] to perform dynamic classifier
selection in local spaces of training points. Techniques that
dynamically select and fuse base classifiers have yielded
better results compared to static techniques, such as those
that simply take a vote based on all base classifier outputs.
Voting with weights and voting without weights are the
two most common methods for combining not only homogeneous, but also heterogeneous models [14]. Using an
optimal Bayes concept to filter high-performance learners
from low-performance learners informed dynamic classifier selection in [30]. This concept was extended into
dynamic ensemble selection in [31], which introduced a
second-layer fusion strategy using multiple base classifiers. However, in [31], heterogeneous learner fusion was
not considered. In [26], the authors asserted that by using
multiple base learners, stability can be improved compared
to using only the best learner. However, in [13], a single
learner or combination of learners was adopted depending
on which configuration yielded better results. The concept
of a “crowd of experts” is more helpful for diffusing biases compared to a single learner [26]. Experimental results demonstrated that using dynamic ensemble selection
or groups of learners is more stable as compared to the case
when dynamic classifier selection is used [31]. In [26], additional issues regarding ensemble formation were raised.
First, existing fusion strategies are static or lack any learner
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selection procedures, which reduces the value of fusion because individual base learners may not fully identify all
outliers [32]. Second, the performance of a base learner has
always been assessed based on an entire training dataset
instead of focusing on the data domains related to a particular testing instance. When all data dimensions are taken
into consideration, few outliers can be identified [26]. In
most outlier datasets, the majority of the data are normal,
meaning most outliers can be identified by looking at small
subsets of features [33]. The concept of detector evaluation
based on the locality of data instead of global evaluation,
which was proposed in [26], is very important. A fusion
strategy such as weighted averaging, which utilizes the
Pearson correlations between learner outcomes and actual
or simulated labels on all training data points [34], is desirable. Additional techniques that support the concept of
outlier mining from local data domains include those proposed in [13,23,24]. Outlier detection using heterogeneous
algorithms yields heterogeneous scores, which cannot be
directly combined because different methods produce different outlier scales [33]. For example, k-NN yields scales
that are smaller than those of the cumulative neighborhood
technique. Different methods also yield different types of
vectors, such as binary-valued or real-valued scores, implying that score unifying processes are required for score
fusion.

2.5

|

Bias-variance tradeoff

Generalization errors in classification can be examined
using the bias-variance tradeoff framework [12]. When
labels are provided with data samples (ie, supervised
learning), this tradeoff is elaborately defined as the quantification of bias and variance. When labels are not provided, unsupervised methods are used; hence, data labels
are treated as unknown entities. Outlier detection techniques can be viewed as binary problems with inliers (majority class) and outliers (minority class) by converting
detector outlier scores into class labels [10]. Additionally,
within the same reference, the error of a base learner can
be divided into two parts, namely the reducible error and
the irreducible error caused by noise in the data. It is possible to minimize the reducible error to increase detector
accuracy by considering two types of errors, namely errors from squared bias and errors from variance. In an
effort to reduce both types of errors, compromises (ie,
tradeoffs) must be made between the two types. The difference between an expected output and actual unseen
value over the training samples defines bias, whereas the
difference between the outcome of a detector over a single
training set and the expected outcome over the entire data
space defines variance. A base learner with low bias is

flexible for fitting data properly, but will fit every training set in a different way, resulting in high variance. In
contrast, an inflexible base learner with less variance will
yield significant bias. It is the objective of an outlier detection ensemble to reduce the errors caused by both bias
and variance to reduce the overall effects of generalization errors.
The goal of this study was to improve accuracy as much
as possible by reducing both bias and variance and improving
the selective outlier ensemble approach by introducing the
concept of heterogeneous base detectors into an ensemble.
Our approach first identifies high-performance base learners
based on their strengths in the domains in close proximity to
their training cases (ie, local domains), then utilizes adaptive
boosting, where incorrectly classified samples become inputs
for subsequent base learners, leading to a final output based
on a fusion function.

3
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ENSEM BLE FORM ATION

Ensemble formation involves three key steps [10]. The first
is the creation step, in which a number of base learners are
created. The second is the selection step, in which highperformance learners are picked from the pool of created
learners. The third is the fusion step, in which a fusion
strategy is used to fuse base model outcomes to create a
strong learner. Implementing a good fusion strategy during
the third step is very critical because there is a potential
threat of weak learners deteriorating the performance of
other models in the ensemble, rather than improving their
performance [11]. Some outlier ensemble formations are
designed in parallel order, such as feature bagging [35]
or dynamic combination of detector scores for outlier ensembles (DCSO) [26]. Some are designed with sequential
ordering, such as SELECT [11]. Finally, some formations
use hybrid ordering, such as BORE [36] and XGBOD [12].
For classification, ensemble methods include bagging [37],
boosting [38], and stacking [39]. These ensemble methods can be biased toward some specific characteristics of
a dataset because their training procedures utilize only a
single base learner.
To introduce diversity and eliminate biases, different
types of base learners can be introduced into an ensemble
to form a heterogeneous ensemble. This allows different
data characteristics to be learned by a diverse set of base
learners. However, when all base learner outcomes are
fused to generate a final result without considering how
well each base learner performs, it can lead to poor overall results or generally weak algorithms [10,11] because
poorly performing learners drag down scores of high-performance learners (eg, when averaging is used as a fusion
method based on the mean of all scores [40]). Furthermore,
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when maximization is used as a fusion strategy, it can yield
unstable results [9]. However, it is possible to use either
the average of maximization results or the maximum of average results because these two-stage fusion methods can
potentially improve an algorithm's overall performance and
stability [26].
In an attempt to generate base learners sequentially, the
SELECT [11] and CARE [10] algorithms were developed.
These methods select high-performance base learners while
disregarding low-performance base learners during fusion.
SELECT produces a simulated label or ground truth by averaging base learner outlier probabilities, each of which may
have biases in different directions, then disregarding low-performance base learners or selecting base learners to retain based
on the weighted Pearson correlations between simulated labels
and base learner outlier probabilities [11]. This technique yields
promising results for temporal graphs and multi-dimensional
data. Other approaches, such as the Full ensemble [33], Div-E
[41], and ULARA [42], were not designed around the concept
of local domain competency or bias variance reduction, unlike
SELECT. In the Full ensemble, all base detector outcomes are
used, even those with strong biases, which deteriorates the final
detector. Although ULARA computes the relative weights of
base detectors, it still includes those with strong biases. Div-E
hand picks diverse base detectors, including those with strong
biases, based on the concept of maximizing diversity, which
generally reduces accuracy.
Additional fusion techniques, such as majority voting,
weighted majority voting, summation, product, maximum,
minimum, fuzzy integral, Dempster-Shafer, and decision
templates [28], have also been proposed. For voting, the
value with the most votes, highest mean ranking, or highest
mean probability is selected [14]. For weighted voting, each
base detector is assigned a coefficient or weight according
to its performance. It is important to note that most fusion
approaches utilize the entire data space for decision making
by calculating an overall average of learner scores [26]. We
refer to such approaches as (G) fusion techniques. Some of
these techniques can be summarized as follows. (i) In global
threshold summation (G_TS), all learner outputs below a certain threshold are discarded and the sum of the remaining
learner outputs is calculated. (ii) In global maximization (G_
Max), the maximum outlier score over all base learners is calculated. (iii) In global averaging (G_AVG), the average of the
scores of all base learners is taken as the final outlier score.
(iv) In the global average of maximums method (G_AoM),
base learners are divided into groups and the maximum score
for each subgroup is taken as that subgroup's score. The final
score is obtained by calculating the average of all subgroup
scores. (v) In the global maximum of averages method (G_
MoV), base learners are divided into groups and the average score for each subgroup is taken as the subgroup score.
The final score is obtained by choosing the maximum value
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among all subgroup scores. (vi) In global weighted averaging
(G_WA), a simulated training label or ground truth label is
generated by calculating the average of all base learner outputs. Each base learner is then assigned a weight by calculating the Pearson correlation between its training output and
the simulated label. After the weights are obtained, the final
score is calculated as the average of the weights of all base
learner scores.
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(1)

The Pearson correlation in (1) measures the similarity between two vectors s and t (n denotes vector length), where s
and t are the averages of the vectors.
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M ETHODOLOGY

The proposed method utilizes the principles of prediction based
on historical outcomes. Our research design uses experiments,
derivations, and reasoning as tools for understanding a problem
or behavior. In other words, we implemented an experimental research design. This design involves the manipulation of
variables and predictions based on past observations and data
analysis to identify outliers. This paper presents an adaptive
boosting technique for outlier detection called ADAHO. This
method combines a set of heterogeneous weak learners to obtain an optimized composite model that provides more accurate
and reliable predictions compared to using a single model. It
uses weighted versions of a single training dataset instead of
random subsampling or bootstrapping. Therefore, the training
dataset does not need to be as large as that required by many
other methods. Successive weak classifiers are trained using
reweighted versions of the training data, where the weights depend on the accuracy of the previous classifiers. Error rates are
computed in the context of an instance's local neighbors, rather
than a global training set. Testing instances focus on local domains or regions within a training dataset. At every iteration,
the training instances are weighted according to the misclassifications (errors) of previous classifiers. This allows weak learners to focus on patterns that were poorly classified by previous
classifiers. The final result is a fusion of carefully selected results from individual learners. The main steps in the ADAHO
algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1. Step 1: Different detection algorithms (base detectors) are selected with unique
measures to score individual vectors. Step 2: A subset of the
detector results is selected using a selection strategy. Step 3:
The selected results are fused using different fusion methods to
create intermediate aggregate outcomes. Step 4: Subsets of the
outcomes from Step 3 are selected. Step 5: The selected subset
of outcomes is fused.
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Base learners

Heterogeneous base classifiers are selected because ensemble
methods are very effective when base classifiers of dissimilar
types are used [10,43]. Based on the differences between classifiers, the unique properties in data can be discovered or learned.
When base learners of the same type (homogeneous) are used,
the advantages of learner fusion are lost, unless different data
subsamples, parameters, or features are used for training each
classifier [27,43]. The proposed algorithm uses different base
learners (heterogeneous) to construct a group of models to
improve efficiency. Distance- and density-based methods
are well-known unsupervised methods for outlier detection.
Distance-based methods [44,45] attempt to identify global outliers that lie far from the rest of the data. Such methods typically
use the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm to detect outliers.
Density-based methods [25] attempt to find local outliers that
lie in less dense regions compared to their kNN.
This paper focuses on unsupervised outlier detection. Such
techniques assign scores to individual data points, facilitating
the ranking of such points based on their probability of being
outliers. Motivated by the critical importance of data locality
and dynamic learner fusion in DCSO [13,26] and the concept
of heterogeneous detector formations in SELECT [11], we
adopted two distance-based algorithms to detect global outliers and two density-based algorithms to detect local outliers.

FIGURE 1
weak learners

(a) The local distance-based outlier factor (LDOF) [45] calculates the distance from a point to its kNN and compares
that value to the average distances between nearest neighbors.
(b) The traditional kNN algorithm uses the kNN distances of
individual instances is used as outlier scores. (c) The LOF
[25] calculates the local deviation of a given data point relative to its neighbors. (d) Finally, LoOP [46] is a local-density-based outlier detection method that provides outlier scores
in the range of [0,1].
Formally, given a dataset  of size d features, we divide
the dataset into training and testing sets as Xtrain ∈ n×d to
signify training data with n data points and Xtest ∈ m×d to
signify test data with m points.
Next, a pool of heterogeneous base detectors
B = {b1 , … , bR } is created by initializing the four weak
learning algorithms (LDOF, kNN, LOF, and LoOP) using
a variety of parameter settings for each. All base detectors
are then trained and used to classify outliers in Xtrain. In
this phase, an adaptive boosting technique is adopted to
create a strong learner from the weak learners that were
initialized. This technique samples a training set Xtrain from
the initial dataset  according to a uniform distribution,
meaning the initial weight distributions {W} are given
a value of 1/N, where N is the number of training data.
These weight distributions are updated adaptively in each
iteration based on prediction results. Correctly predicted

ADAHO information flow from leaner creation to outcome fusion. Colors represent different stages. WkLk are heterogeneous
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samples from weak learners receive low weights because
they are considered to be easy samples. Difficult samples receive higher weights. In this manner, in the next
iteration, the learners are able to focus on the difficult
samples and attempt to provide better predictions. The
weighted error 𝜀t (i) of each learner is then calculated, as
shown in Algorithm 1, Step 1, (2). The weak learner with
𝜀t > 0.5 is discarded, as shown in Algorithm 1, Step 2. The
learner with the lowest error is selected and its outputs
are used for future fusion (Algorithm 1, step 3). In Step 4
in Algorithm 1, every learner's error rate 𝜀n is estimated
using (3) and a combination weight 𝛼t is calculated using
(4) for every learner. The weighted coefficients of base
learners are used to calculate the outputs. The greater a
weight is, the more influence the corresponding learner
has on the overall results. Therefore, over T iterations, the
ensemble considers l weak learners with different combination weights or weighted coefficients 𝛼t , as shown
in Algorithm 1, Step 5. The results of the selected base
(
)
learners form an outlier score matrix O Xtrain as follows:

(
) [ (
)
(
)]
O Xtrain = b1 Xtrain , … , br Xtrain ∈ D n×R ,

(6)

where bi (.) is the score vector from the rth base detector. Each
(
)
base detector score br Xtrain is normalized using the Z-norm
(
)
function [9,43] as z = br − 𝜇 ∕𝜎, where 𝜇 is the mean and 𝜎
is the standard deviation. Because LOF outputs normalized
scores, its outcomes are not renormalized again in this step.
This process is summarized in Figure 1 part A above.

4.2 | Establishing local domains using
artificial labels (target)
ADAHO assesses the capability or competency of each base
detector prior to fusion, but most outlier data have no actual
(
)
labels or ground truth information. Therefore, O Xtrain is utilized to generate a simulated ground truth for Xtrain (called target) using two methods: by mean (denoted as ADAHO_Avg,
averaging all scores, (7)) and by maximization (denoted as
ADAHO_Max, obtaining a maximum score across all detectors, (8)).
�
�
∑n
i=1 bi Xtrain
ADAHO_Avg =
∈ n×1 ,
(7)
r
{ (
)
(
)}
ADAHO_Max = Max b1 Xtrain , … , br Xtrain ∈ n×1 .

(8)

Both ADAHO_Max and ADAHO_Avg generate scores
for training data, unlike G_AVG and G_MAX, which only
generate scores for test data. An aggregation ∅ representing
ADAHO_Avg or ADAHO_Max (ADAHO_Avg ∪ ADAHO_
Max) is then performed across all base detectors to yield the

8
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(

target, which is used for initial detector selection. This process
is denoted as
( (
))
target = � O Xtrain ∈ n×1 .

(9)

In terms of precision, avgkNN (see (10)) yields better
results than kNN, so it is used here for selecting the local
(j)
domain [2]. For a test instance Xtest, the local domain 𝓁j is
derived as a set of its k-nearest training objects based on
Euclidean distance [26] as

{
}
𝓁j = xi |xi ∈ Xtrain , xi ∈ avgkNN(j) ,

(10)

4.4

(j)
Xtest
’s nearest neigh-

where avgkNN is the average of a set of a
bours bound by the ensemble. In an attempt to tame the curse of
dimensionality, this technique was adopted by borrowing from
the concept of feature bagging [35]. This process is illustrated
in Figure 1 part B.
(j)

4.3

|

In addition to the first selection based on the error rate of
each learner, a second selection is performed to filter out
noisy outcomes by obtaining the local simulated label
target𝓁j for every test instance, where the values of target
with respect to the local domain 𝓁j are used as follows:
(11)

( ) [ ( )
( )]
O 𝓁j = b1 𝓁j , … , br 𝓁j ∈ |𝓁j |×R .

(12)

|

Fusion of base detector outcomes

Because our base detectors are heterogeneous, their
scores may vary in terms of range and interpretation [34].
Therefore, fusing scores directly would be inappropriate,
meaning an agreement must be achieved within the ensemble. Based on the literature, agreement methods can be
grouped into two main categories: rank-based and scorebased methods. In rank-based methods, detector scores are
ordered into ranked lists, which makes all detector scores
equivalent and allows for easy fusion. Aggregation is then
performed to merge all of the scores into a single ranked
list. Similarly, score-based methods convert outlier scores
into probabilities using either exponential or Gaussian
scaling based on posterior probabilities, regularization, or
normalization. This makes the outlier scores across different detectors comparable, meaning a final score can be
calculated via averaging or maximization. Because rankbased aggregation yields a relatively crude ordering of data
instances [11], ADAHO uses such aggregation sparingly
for rearranging outlier scores. We adopt a score-based
method, such as mixture modeling, which converts outlier scores into probabilities by modeling them as samples
from a mixture of exponential (for inliers) and Gaussian
(for outliers) distributions and provides binary classes for
instances with probabilities greater than 50% receiving

Optimal base detector selection

{
}
target𝓁j = targetxi |xi ∈ 𝓁j ∈ |𝓁j |×1 ,

)

𝓁j
similarity measure between the base detector score br Xtrain
and simulated label target𝓁j . This method is considered to
be more reliable for outlier detection because it uses a similarity measure for evaluating detectors instead of absolute
accuracy [41], which is helpful because most outlier datasets
are unpredictable and imbalanced. ADAHO then picks the
base detector b∗r with the greatest similarity measure rela(j)
tive to the optimal
( base
) detector in a test sample Xtest and its
outlier score b∗ X (j) is retained as an intermediate result
test
r
for later use.

| |
where
( ) ||𝓁j || is the size of 𝓁j. The local training outlier scores
O 𝓁j (Figure 1, part C) can be obtained from the previously
(
)
generated training score matrix O Xtrain as follows:

To determine the competence of each base detector in
a local domain, ADAHO calculates the Pearson correlation

Dataset [43]

Dim (d)

Inst. (n)

Inliers

Outliers

%

Mnist

100

7603

6903

700

9.207

Letter

32

1600

1500

100

6.250

Cardio

21

1831

1655

176

9.612

Annthyroid

6

7200

6666

534

7.417

Pima

8

768

500

268

34.895

Vowels

12

1456

1406

50

3.434

Thyroid

6

3772

3679

93

2.466

Pendigits

16

6870

6714

156

2.271

Breastw

9

683

444

239

34.990

Stamps

9

340

309

31

9.120

TABLE 1

our experiments

Benchmark datasets used in

  

0.8884
0.8424
0.8618

0.7743
0.7135
0.6943

0.8643

0.9699
0.9312

0.7137
0.8555

0.9523

0.9098

0.6960
0.6539

0.9137
0.9084

0.6890

0.7886
0.7460
0.7866

0.8912

0.7766
0.8260

0.8390
0.8807

0.7853

0.7711

0.8787
0.8803
0.8852
0.8662
0.8458
0.8845
Stamps

0.8926

0.6452
0.6184
0.7352
0.6737
0.6489
0.7261
Breastw

0.7039

0.8137

0.9478
0.9543

0.8447
0.8324

0.9564
0.9409

0.8521
0.8387

0.9284

0.8277
Pendigits

0.8408

0.9555
Thyroid

0.9546

0.9175

0.6958
0.6248

0.9198
0.9160
0.9170
0.9212

0.6936
0.6755
0.6629

0.9164
Vowels

0.9174

0.6929
Pima

0.6902

0.7444
0.7651
0.7664
0.7538
0.7556
0.7583
Annthyroid

0.7768

0.7717

0.8590
0.8729

0.7900
0.7807

0.8681
0.8802

0.8209

0.8697

0.8333

0.8669
Cardio

0.7930
0.7824
Letter

0.8764

0.8475
0.8171
0.8462
0.8452
0.8248

G_Wa
G_AoM
G_Max

0.8456

Table 1 lists 10 publicly available outlier detection benchmark
datasets from ODDS [43] that were used in our experiments. The
dimensions, instances, and numbers of inliers and outliers are
shown. In each dataset in the experiment, 70% of the data was
used for training and the remaining 30% was set aside for testing.
To evaluate performance, the average scores of ten independent
trials were used to calculate the area under the receiver-operatingcharacteristic curve (ROC, AUC) and average precision because
these metrics are widely used in outlier research [8,9,11,12,36].
To determine if two results contain significant differences,
the non-parametric Friedman test was adopted. This test was

Mnist

Datasets and assessment metrics

ROC values (highest values bolded)

|

TABLE 2

5.2

G_Ts

The goal of our experiments was to determine which classifiers serve as the best weak learners for constructing the
base detectors for the outlier detection ensemble. A weak
learner, as defined in the literature, is a learner with an
error rate less than 50% (𝜀t (i) < 0.5). In this experiment,
ADAHO automatically rejected learners with error rates
greater than 50% and restarted its loop. Only learners with
𝜀t (i) < 0.5 were accepted and stored in B for later selection based on their performance in their areas of expertise
or local domains. Optimal learners were then carefully selected for fusion in a second phase. This process is followed
by the testing of different combinations or fusion strategies
(orders) for the formation of an improved outlier detection
ensemble. To this end, two different experiments were performed. One compared existing global methods (discussed
in Section 3) to the proposed ADAHO variants and the other
compared outlier score outputs, which is helpful for identifying improvements.

0.8487

ADAHO_Avg

Experimental goals

G_MoV

|

0.8522

ADAHO_Max
ADAHO_MaxA

E X P ER IME N TS

G_Avg

5.1

|

Dataset

5

ADAHO_AvgM

a value of one (ie, outliers) and those with probabilities
less than 50% receiving a value of zero (ie, inliers). We
then apply ADAHO_MaxA to the top-h performing detectors with respect to their targets or apply ADAHO_AvgM,
where the average of h chosen detectors with respect to
their targets is taken as a subgroup score (Figure 1 Part D).
The final score is obtained by taking the maximum among
all subgroup scores. To reduce bias, ADAHO_MaxA and
ADAHO_AvgM are used to reduce the risk of picking only
the best-performing base detector. The bias in an ensemble is significantly reduced by the fact that only the top-h
performing base detectors with respect to their targets are
selected and that these h detectors do not increase overall
variance.

0.8532

BII et al.

|
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0.3678
0.3092
0.3209
0.3497
0.3537
0.3605
0.3286
0.3043
0.3593
Stamps

0.3559

0.5554
0.4627
0.4665
0.4233
0.4265
0.4984
0.4476
0.4148
0.4894
Breastw

0.4748

0.4550

0.0843
0.0524

0.2537
0.3854

0.0792
0.0608

0.3443
0.3070

0.0731
0.0679

0.4029
0.3387

0.0794
0.0732

0.2749

0.0676
Pendigits

0.0722

0.3944
Thyroid

0.4022

0.5041

0.3438
0.3381
0.3577
0.3812

0.4615
0.4944
0.4991
0.4498

0.3682
0.3683

0.4994
0.4819

0.3631
0.3659

0.4712

0.3682
Vowels

0.3689

0.4988
Pima

0.4953

0.2352
0.2248
0.2274
0.2182
0.2205
0.2200
Annthyroid

0.2294

0.2312

0.2415

0.2176

0.4016

0.2306

0.3096

0.3245
0.2295

0.3859
0.3274

0.2201
0.2317

0.3528
0.3434

0.2271
0.2766

0.3763
0.3565

0.3059

0.3415
Cardio

0.2372
0.2287
Letter

0.3607

0.3878
0.3873
0.3832
0.3735
0.3817
0.3795
0.3800

ADAHO_MaxA
ADAHO_Avg
G_Ts
G_Wa

0.3810

In the outlier detection field, the ROC and AUC are important metrics for evaluating detection quality. The results of
our first experiment in terms of AUC are listed in Table 2.
A total of 10 datasets were considered. The various baseline outcomes of global averaging, maximization, averageof-maximum, maximum-of-average, weighted averaging,
and global threshold summation versus the ADAHO variants (ADAHO_Avg, ADAHO_Max, ADAHO_MaxA, and
ADAHO_AvgM) are presented. Compared to the global
methods, the ADAHO variants provided enhanced performance, particularly ADAHO_AvgM, where notable improvements are highlighted (bold). This is a strong indication
that the ADAHO algorithm performs better by using local domain detector selection criteria. It achieves improved results
for at least 6 datasets out of 10, which is a very promising
outcome. For our second experiment, the average precision
values are presented. Again, ADAHO yields improvements

Mnist

Performance of ADAHO

G_AoM

|

G_Max

R ES U LTS A N D D IS C U S S ION
Mean average precision values (highest values bolded)

6.1

|

TABLE 3

6

ADAHO_Max

In our first experiment, we compared six techniques
considered to be global (Section 3) or baseline based on
their testing domains, namely G_Th, G_Avg, G_Max,
G_Wa, G_MoV, and G_AoM, with four ADAHO variants (ADAHO_Avg, ADAHO_Max, ADAHO_MaxA, and
ADAHO_AvgM, as described in Table 2 and Algorithm 1).
For G_AoM and G_MoA, two subgroups (ie, 2g) were created, each containing five unique base detectors to avoid
similar results. For ADAHO, k was set to 30 for the sake
of consistency in local domain definition. Z-normalization
was applied to equalize base detector scores prior to fusion [34]. For consistency during performance assessment,
all classifiers used a pool of at least four base detectors.
Because the base learners were heterogeneous, outcome diversity was guaranteed.
In our second experiment, evaluation was performed to
select optimal base learners based on their competence in
their local domains.
Comparisons were performed using Pearson correlation and Euclidean distance. A smaller Euclidean distance
between two data points results in a larger weight, while
a smaller Pearson correlation results in a smaller weight.
Therefore, to align the ranking scales, we performed inverse
ranking of Euclidean distances.

0.3840

Experimental design

G_MoV

|

5.3

ADAHO_AvgM

followed by the statistical analysis of results [47]. In every trial,
p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically relevant.

0.3252

BII et al.

G_Avg

|

Dataset

10
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in at least seven datasets out of ten using the ADAHO_AvgM
variant.
Regarding the performances of the selected baseline classifiers, G_Max exhibited improvement for two
datasets (letter and vowels) in the first experiment (high
ROC values) while G_AoM exhibited improvement for
only one dataset (annthyroid) in the second experiment
in terms of average precision (Table 3). For the other
tests in both experiments, ADAHO exhibited superior results. Furthermore, regarding the global methods, average-of-maximum and maximum-of-average are superior
to simple maximization or averaging. This is attributed
to the fact that fusion considers a second dimension
and yields more stable outcomes, which is also why the
ADAHO yield higher scores. These results also support
the case presented in [40]. For averaging and maximization in the global domain, local competency assessment
provides weaker overall results, but less variance and
bias based on global averaging. It is preferable for all
learner outcomes to be used in the final fusion process
to reduce bias, but this could deteriorate overall ensemble performance because some low-performance (noisy)
learner outputs would be included. In contrast, selecting one optimal learner yields a smaller variance drop
compared to averaging based on all learner outcomes,
which can also lead to deteriorated overall ensemble performance based on strong bias from the single selected
learner.
By using the maximum value to generate a simulated label
or ground truth, both the global and ADAHO_Max methods
become less stable. For example, ADAHO_Max only performed better than global average-of-maximum on the letter
and vowels datasets in our first experiment and only on the
breastw dataset in our second experiment (Table 3). It is evident that if only a learner's maximum score is used, then the
overall ensemble will have high variance. However, applying
a second fusion, such as averaging, mitigates this effect. This
finding was also reported in [40]. Furthermore, to reduce
the variance of an ensemble, ADAHO takes advantage of
the G_AoM effect by calculating the mean of outlier scores
from subsets of optimal learners, meaning ADAHO_AvgM
further reduces the variance of the final ensemble compared
to ADAHO_Max.
To reduce ensemble bias, ADAHO_AvgM calculates an
average in the second-level fusion, which also improves
accuracy. This is evident in the experimental results as
ADAHO_AvgM yields higher scores for six datasets in
terms of the ROC, namely mnist, cardio, pima, thyroid,
breast, and stamps (Table 2), and for seven datasets in
terms of average precision, namely mnist, cardio, pima,
thyroid, pendigits, breastw and stamps (Table 3). Based on
our experiments, it is clear that calculating the maximum
after the mean does not significantly improve classification

|

11

results. This is evident for ADAHO_MaxA, which is
not improved significantly by either global averaging or
maximum-of-averaging. In summary, ADAHO_AvgM is
a superior fusion strategy based on its ability to reduce
both variance and bias, which answers the question regarding which is the best fusion strategy for outlier detection
ensembles.

6.2

|

Evaluation of competence

The similarity between base learner outcomes and the simulated ground truth determines the evaluation of competency.
However, it is clear that only small differences can be observed when a Friedman test is performed on both Euclidean
distances and Person correlations with respect to the ROC
and average Precision because performance variance is so
minimal (less than 1%). Furthermore, the weights assigned
to the base learners did significantly improve model performance because the weight assignment process proved to be
computationally expensive.
To reduce this computational cost, additional measures,
such as the determination of the value of k for the size of a local
domain, could be normalized so long as they do not affect performance, even when outliers are within a dense domain. In
this work, when the size of k was set to large values such that
the local target and detector outcomes could be normalized,
Euclidean distance became the most effective method.

6.3

|

Challenges and possible enhancements

First, ADAHO’s local domain derivation technique relies
on obtaining the closest neighbors to a test instance using a
Euclidean distance approach. This approach poses two challenges: (a) significant time is consumed while establishing
a test instance's nearest neighbors and (b) performance in
multidimensional spaces may be degraded, especially when
some features or attributes are inconsequential.
To overcome these challenges, the first problem of local
domain definition can be handled using either clustering
[13] or prototyping [32], which can significantly reduce the
time required for setting the local domain because not all
data points are required for these two methods. Regarding
the second challenge of handling multidimensional data,
additional fusion techniques could be implemented.
Techniques such as pruning [11] and model fusion [41]
could be more effective for multidimensional data setups
compared to pure averaging or maxing and aggregation
fusion. Based on these solutions, ADAHO could become
more versatile and effective for various separations of data
spaces while retaining its advantages of reducing bias and
variance.

12
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7 | CO NC LU SION S A N D F U T URE
WOR K
This paper proposed the ADAHO model, which is an adaptive boosting algorithm for the formation of outlier detection
ensembles. Four variations that calculate the maximum, average, maximum-of-average, and average-of-maximum base
learner scores were presented. ADAHO calculates optimal
base learner outcomes with respect to their local domains
and fuses these outputs with the goal of reducing both variance and bias while improving overall ensemble accuracy.
ADAHO was tested on ten benchmark datasets and it provided improved results compared to existing methods that use
global scores. The variant ADAHO_Avg showed the most
promising fusion results and was identified as a superior fusion strategy because it yielded improved results for 6 out of
10 datasets in terms of the ROC and seven out of ten datasets
in terms of mean average precision. This variant also reduced
variance and bias because it averages the variance of base
learner outcomes in the second stage. ADAHO utilizes heterogeneous base detectors, meaning diversity among learner
outcomes is guaranteed.
In the future, some additional areas that could be investigated include the following. The setting of local domains
could be optimized to reduce time consumption when identifying a test instance's nearest neighbors. Additionally, an
optimized method for determining the value of k should be
considered because dataset features change continuously,
meaning k must be dynamic. For unsupervised methods, a
simulated ground truth is necessary and we used a simple average in this study. This method could be extended based on
clustering. Finally, additional tests and validations should be
conducted using the proposed model to establish its practical
usage in high-dimensional spaces.
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